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• Describe how to flow and map a process.

• Identify basic process mapping symbols.

• Describe how process mapping helps identify 
problem areas and identify risk.

• Describe how to use process mapping to find 
opportunities for improvement. 
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Who is responsible?

Who does the work?

What are the controls?

Where are the controls?

Where are the risks?
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Processes Mapping
• Is a visual depiction of a process flow; typically a coordinated 

system of activities used by a business, department, or 
organization.

• Represents a strategic, baseline analysis used to identify, 
create, and adjust process activities.

• Displays the entire process, input-to-output, in as much or as 
little detail as is necessary for clarity.

• Crosses functional responsibility silos and focuses on input 
moving through the system.
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INPUTS PROCESS OUTPUTS

3 MAIN PARTS

Event
Supplier

Information
Customer
Activity

Document

Event
Action
Product
Service
Activity
Report

Value Added Activities
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Why is John always 
late to work?

Process Mapping Example
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John has trouble making it to 
work before 8:00 AM.  Can we 
help John?  

Let’s start with a simple map of 
his morning routine, from the 
moment he wakes up until he 
finally arrives at work!
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John’s Morning Routine

Wake Up

Work

Get Out of Bed Coffee?

No

Yes

Make Coffee

Watch News & 
Drink Coffee

Play Fortnite

Get Dressed Drive to Work
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What steps are 
mostly out of 

John’s control?

Why does John 
have a time 
problem?

How can John save 
some time?

Where are John’s 
unknown risks?

• Waking up

• Getting dressed

• Drive (going) 
to work

• 8:00AM

• Making Coffee

• Drinking Coffee

• Watching TV

• Playing video 
games

• Get up earlier

• No coffee or buy 
Starbucks

• No Fortnite or use a 
mobile app on the 
bus/train.

• No TV or use a radio or  
mobile app on the 
bus/train

• Flex Work Schedule

• Not waking up 
on time

• Clothing 
malfunctions

• Traffic jams

• Intense Fortnite
battle

(Fixed Steps) (Optional Steps)
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Principles & Tools

Process Mapping
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Principles:

• Keep it simple.

• Stay focused on the 
purpose.

• Use IT as an enabler of 
growth and change; 
not as a substitute for 
strategy.

• A goal of process 
mapping is to enhance 
understanding.

DO:

• Map the process as it 
actually happens.

• Think about the 
process across the 
organization.

• Define the beginning 
and end/input and 
outputs.

• Define key activities & 
metrics to measure 
the effectiveness of 
the process.

DO NOT:

• Map the process as 
you think it ought to 
happen.

• Restrict the map to 
only the processes you 
know.

• Map the process 
before determining 
the output.

• Add too many details 
or make it visually 
confusing.
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Interviews are an effective method to understand how a process is 
currently completed.  It’s important to interview the stakeholders, 
participants, and contributors to understand the roles they play in the 
process while looking at every duty and decision point, such as: 

• Responsibilities

• Objectives

• Activities

• Inputs

• Customers

• Risks and controls

• Key performance 
indicators
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• Begin the interviews with stakeholders who are believed to have the 
most complete understanding of the process, such as subject matter 
experts (SME's). 

• Start an interview with the goal of understanding the beginning and 
the end goals of the process.  

• Create a high-level outline of the process to serve as the basis for 
discussions later on. 

• Use “if-then-else” logic when interviewing to help identify portions 
of the process which may otherwise be overlooked. 

• The most frequent processes will be easily elicited, but prompting 
may be required to draw out the “alternate” processes, experiences, 
areas of disagreement, and opinions. 
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I learned that I never really know 
the true story of my guests' lives, 
that I have to content myself with 
knowing that when I'm interviewing 
somebody, I'm getting a 
combination of fact and truth and 
self-mythology and self-delusion 
and selective memory and faulty 
memory.

Terry Gross - NPR
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The following flowchart symbols are typically used in defining business process maps:

Process

Decision

Document

Sub 
process

Off Page 
Connector

Manual 
Input

Data

Inspect

Delay

Merged 
Steps

Preparation

Connectors

Alternate Process 
or Terminator 

or
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IG Process 

Map Example

Process Mapping
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Source: Reviews, 
Complaints, 
Referrals, 
Meetings, 
Monitoring

Monitor Risk

No Oversight 
Required

Begin Contract 
Oversight & 
Create IGIMS 

Contract Activity

Documents, 
Facts, & 

Data

Move Forward

Analyze 
Information

Next Step

Documents, 
Facts, & Data

Close out/ 
Activity 

Complete

Create Report or 
Letter to 

Management

Risk 
Assessment

Identify 
Area of 
Concern

Mgmt
Assessment

Findings

Reconcile 
with Source, 
if required

Review for more information

Approved

Not  Approved
YesYes

Some

None

None Done

Yes

R
e
p

e
a
t a

s n
e
ce

ssa
ry

Start

End 

Done

None
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Types of Process Maps

Process Mapping
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A SIPOC map is a 
10,000 ft view of 
the overall process 
showing suppliers, 
inputs, process, 
outputs, and 
customers.
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A High Level or 
Deployment map 
is intended for 
stakeholders to  
show the major 
steps and  
relationships 
within the process.  
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A Swim Lane map is a 
detailed map of the 
process channeled 
into swim lanes 
based on the process 
owner or responsible 
organization.  
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A Detailed Process 
map is a close review 
of a specific process 
usually to establish 
metrics, trouble 
shoot issues, or 
streamline functions.  
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What does Process 
Mapping tell us?

Mapping Results
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• Eliminating duplicate tasks.

• Reducing the rehandling of 
materials & information.

• Identifying idle time & resources.

• Removing unneeded tasks.

• Realigning personnel & resources.

• Removing non value added 
activities.

• Determining key points to evaluate 
in the process.

• Establishing baseline metrics at 
key points.

• Communicating important details 
to process owners & participants.

• Discovering opportunities.

• Identifying wasted time, money, & 
effort.

• Implementing change management 
& promoting understanding

The process map can assist in:
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• Unnecessary and excessive repeating loops – Repetition usually indicates a flawed 
and inefficient process.  This can be caused by improper allocation of resources, or 
improper delegation of responsibilities.   

Real World Example:  A public procurement office mapped over 20 different additional 
approval levels potentially required on requisitions based on the good/service.  They 
found that the processing of approvals was 10-20 times longer than it took the office 
to procure the item!

The following issues should be avoided in a process mapping:
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Map what happens, not what ought to happen – Most organizations don’t 
recognize a problem until they try to flow their business processes.  (An 
“Aha!” moment.) 

Real World Example: A steel manufacturing plant could not map their 
fabrication process because “each truck body has unique issues” that requires 
the line supervisor to decide on the appropriate course of action.  The military 
ordered over 10,000 items, and for some reason the company could not 
understand why deliveries were late!
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Too much detail – Multiple maps should be used in lieu of overloading one map 
with too much detail, such as an authority map, or a responsible organization map.  
Too much detail turns off listening and reduces visual comprehension.

Real World Example: A Finance Office could not 
create a coherent process map because their 
organizational structure was “different” and 
contained numerous caveats and notes. A 
responsibility map was created separately 
from an authority map.  It showed that no single
task from the process map exactly matched the 
responsibilities or authorities on the other maps!    
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When integrating IT, don’t computerize flawed processes – When implementing new 
systems, personnel tend to computerize exactly the process they currently use because it 
is familiar.  Use process mapping to improve the system.

Real World Example: A large public organization 
wanted to improve its hiring process using  
a new HR system. The current hiring process 
required completion of a Personal Action Form and
input or action by the hiring department, HR, and 
the Finance Office. The new computerized  
process had 52 approval steps, hundreds of tasks,
and bounced back and forth between the 3 
departments more than 85 times.  

It was created that way because, “It was the only 
way to duplicate what we currently do!”   
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Resistance – Personnel may resist attempts at process mapping exercises because 
they fear: change in the way things are done, loss of job, being blamed, added work, 
or reduced responsibility and authority.   

Real World Example: In all the proceeding examples, the employees resisted the 
process mapping exercises for fear of the changes that might result once the 
inefficiencies were revealed.  Even the best employees can interpret the exercise as a 
personal challenge to their work ethic. 

Change management is needed to involve, 
prepare, equip, train, and support individuals 
to successfully adopt the process and drive the 
organization to a successful outcome.   
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What does Process 
Mapping tell the IG?

Mapping Results
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A public entity was experiencing higher 
than expected credit card (PCard) fraud.  
They created the following process map.  

PCard user buys 
item

Reconciles 
charges in 
computer

Charge 
approved by 
supervisor

Finance Office 
reconciles/ approves 

charge

End

Gives receipt 
to clerk

Files 
receipt 
locally

Monthly statement 
mailed to 

cardholder

PCard user 
reconciles 
statement
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• What are the best places in the process to conduct an inspection or audit?

• Where are the known risk points?

• Can you tell who is responsible at each point in the process?

• Where are  the unknown or unidentified risks?

• What are the checks and balances to prevent unauthorized actions?

• Are the authorities for approval accurate and appropriate?

• Is the right data being measured, evaluated, or reported?

• How are errors and exceptions handled?

• What is the cause of the error or exception?

In looking at the process map:
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At first, it looks like the entity has completed its due diligence:

• They have a system of checks and balances.

• Two levels of approvals plus a Finance Office reconciliation.

• A straight forward process with minimal tasks for processing and 
reconciling receipts.

• Positive control over the documentation.

• An electronic document repository for receipts and statements.  

Discussion
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But the entity missed a few areas of risk:

• The receipts are filed and scanned locally, but only the clerk sees the receipts.  The 
supervisor often bypassed the receipt because of electronic access issues, or to ease the 
approval process.  The PCard user was editing the receipts to purchase personal items.  
The electronic detail of the charge in the computer was minimal, so the clerk did not 
question any purchases.  The name of the vendor was also changed to hide purchases 
from family businesses.  No match to the bank file was being performed.

• The monthly statements were mailed to the entity in bulk.  The envelopes were not sealed.  
Mail room personnel, secretary’s, department heads, and non-employees were obtaining 
credit card numbers from the unsecured statement.

• The clerk’s computer was infected with spyware which recorded the credit numbers the 
clerk used to buy items at the PCard user’s request.  The spyware was being downloaded 
at the machine periodically by an unknown person.  

Discussion
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As a result of these findings:

• The receipts scans were loaded into the same system used for approval of charges.

• A new report was created to alert the PCard administrator and IG to any changes in line 
item count, item description, or vendor name from the approved charges compared to the 
raw bank file.

• The monthly printed statements were a non value added process held over from the paper 
process days.  The bank was asked to stop sending statements, and the user reconciliation 
requirement was deleted.

• The anti-virus software was upgraded on all computers, and a program was run by IT to 
continuously query all computers and storage devices for data recording viruses, 
particularly 16 digit numbered sequences.

• All users and approvers were required to participate in annual PCard refresher training.

Discussion
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Questions?
Comments?
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